Two-way
motorised
swing -leaf
turnstile

Wing40
Quality and elegance
designed by Came.
Wing40 is the new Came
motorised swing turnstile.
It is elegant, graceful, silent and
extremely fast.
For prestigious environments...
Came quality and design.
Made in Italy!

Wing40
Technology in
only 168 mm
of diameter!

It is elegant, graceful, silent and quick. The new Wing40 has numerous qualities.
Ideal for controlling access to prestigious places such as hotels, banks, showrooms,
swimming pools, gyms, casinos and wellness centers.
Wing40 with its brand-new and exclusive design offers top technology performance and
peculiarities.
Adaptable to any need, it has been designed to make passage easy for physically
challenged people (with 900 mm leaf).

Easily accessible
function programming and viewing display.

Control board, feeder and
electric brak e are built-into the
automation.

Motor with Encoder
for easier handling of the slow-down and
obstacle-detection phases.

The RED LUMINOUS
CROWN signals when the
turnstile leaf is closing.

Activating movement
via transponder and magnetic cards, buttons
or photocells.

Memory Roll to save configuration
parameters and user details.

The GREEN LUMINOUS
CROWN signals when the
turnstile leaf is opening.

Stainless steel structure
with plexiglass or tempered glass leaves.

Speed adjustment
of the leaf directly from the control board.

The BLUE LUMINOUS
CROWN indicates when the
turnstile leaf is about to close.
(The pre-flashing time is
adjustable electronically).

One single automation,
different solutions!
Wing40 is available in the combined version with double-leaf. Four different leaves, in plexiglass or
tempered glass with 600 or 900 mm length, for managing very wide pedestrian
passages.
(Up to 1850 mm net passage-room width).

Benefits of Wing40
•

Innovative restyling
with its completely overhauled design, it is a concentrate of aesthetic and technological solutions in
terms of installation and operation. The leaf is fixed inside the automation, giving a hint of harmony, with
its smooth and essential profile.

•

The luminous crown
built-into the automation, signals the leaf movement and the functioning state.

•

A concentrate of technology
the control board, the feeder and the electric brake are built-into the automation in only 168 mm of
diameter.

•

The built-in electric brake
lock the automation, so that only authorized users can access the place.

Limits to use
MODEL
Max leaf length (m)
Max leaf weight (Kg)
Max leaf opening (°)

PSWNG40
0,9
15
90
24 V DC

Global entry control
The Wing40 series swing turnstile system
can be connected to many of the Came
access control systems that allow
identification, memorization; and entry and
exit only to authorised personnel.
The equipment can also be integrated
with a global access control system for
specific departments in a company or the
services offered by at large facilities.

The complete range
Motorised swing turnstile
001PSWNG40

Single bidirectional 24 V DC motorized swing-turnstile in AISI 304 inox steel fitted with control board.

Accessories

E

Plexiglass leaf L = 600 mm, Th = 10 mm.
Plexiglass leaf L = 900 mm, Th = 10 mm.
Tempered glass leaf L = 600 mm, Th = 10 mm.
Tempered glass leaf L = 900 mm, Th = 10 mm.
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Dimensions (mm)

GARANZIA QUALITÀ ORIGINALE

Came products
are entirely engineered
and built in ITALY
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Came Cancelli Automatici S.p.A.
is Quality and
Environmentally certified
UNI EN ISO 9001
UNI EN ISO 14001

NET PASSAGE-ROOM WIDTH MIN 1250 - MAX 1850

Technical features
Type
IP protection rating
Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz)
Motor power supply (V - 50/60 Hz)
Power rating (W)
Opening speed at 90° (s)
Operating temperature (°C)

PSWNG40
IP40
230 AC
24 DC
120
1
-20 ÷ +55
24 V DC
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